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# 1 Water information infrastructure has a certain scale
§ The comprehensive information collection system is initially formed:
More than 200,000 collection points such as water and rain, work
conditions, drought, disaster, groundwater, and water intake, the
automatic collection rate is over 80%.
§ The network communication support capabilities is significant
improved: All provinces, 95% of municipalities, and 76% of county-level
water conservancy departments have realized business network
connectivity.
§ The computational storage capacity is significantly enhanced: Initially
establish the infrastructure cloud of the Ministry of Water Resources,
build three water data storage centers, and the storage capacity of the
water resources department at or above the provincial level is nearly
3PB.
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# 2 Water business application continues to deepen
The main platform
for flood control and
drought relief
The important support
for the most stringent
water resources
management
The important platform
for soil erosion
monitoring and
management

Water
business
application

The effective means for
rural drinking water
safety and irrigation
area management
The important catcher for
immigration management
and services in the reservoir
area
The basic platform for
the construction and safe
operation of water
conservancy projects

The main channel for serving the public and daily office
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# 3 Water information resources are constantly
enriched
The basic database of water is basically completed.

Water conservancy map + wide application.
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Integration and sharing achieved results.
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Information resources development and
utilization are promoted in an orderly
manner.
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# 4 Implementation of smart water in some areas
n In February 2013, the Ministry of Water Resources, the Ministry of Industry
and Information Technology, and the Zhejiang Provincial Government
jointly promoted the demonstration of smart water construction in Taizhou.
After several years of hard work, the smart application was initially
explored.
n "Smart Tai Lake Top Design“, "Shanghai Smart Water Network Construction
Plan“, "Guangdong Province Internet + Modern Water Action Plan" "Jiangxi
Province Promotes Smart Water Construction Action Plan“, "Inner Mongolia
Smart Water Big Data Construction Implementation Plan“, "Guizhou
Province Water Cloud The Construction Implementation Plan“,etc. have
been completed and gradually implemented, and accumulated some
experience.
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# 5 Many gaps of smart water
n Thorough perception is not enough. It is mainly reflected in
the incompleteness of the perceptual object, the
incompleteness of the elements, and the large gap in the
perceptual technical means.
n The network coverage is small. Another 13% of the countylevel water departments cannot directly connect to the water
business network. There only 6 provinces that the water units
of the county level linked with township-level water stations,
and the grassroots water departments cannot use the water
information system.
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# 5 Many gaps of smart water
n The network channel is narrow. Due to bandwidth limitations,
many valuable data cannot be transmitted in time.
n The connection between the upper and lower sides is not
smooth. The engineering control system is isolated in various
engineering management units, and the business system
information sharing and business collaboration of different
projects are difficult.
n Insufficient foundation support. The small scale of the
computer room and scattered, the computing capacity is
insufficient, and the basic support software and hardware are
weak.
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# 5 Many gaps of smart water
n Integral sharing is not enough. There is insufficient information
sharing between internal professional departments, and related
data of external and environmental, transportation, and natural
resources departments cannot be shared among departments.
n Insufficient smart applications. For the application of the new
generation of information technology, the water industry is still
in its infancy. Big data, artificial intelligence, virtual reality and
other technologies have not been widely used, and the wisdom
function has not been fully revealed.
n Ubiquitous services are lacking. More services for government
decision-making, less about social services; more supporting for
business people, relatively less for serving the public people.
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summary
n Smart water is an advanced stage of water informatization
development.
n Water informatization has achieved remarkable results and laid
the foundation for smart water construction in China.
n However, the gap between wisdom requirements is still
relatively obvious.
n From the overall perspective, wisdom water conservancy is still
in its infancy.
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Smart water is a huge system engineering with heavy
tasks, high technical requirements and difficult
advancement. There are three main difficulties:
Conceptual aspects

Technical
aspects

Management
aspects
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# 1 Conceptual aspects
n Think that smart water is just a matter of the information
sector. It makes it difficult to integrate resources, can't really
integrate, and is far from actual business needs.
n The construction of smart water can be completed through
one-time large-scale construction. It’s not uncommon for the
system to become a zombie system because someone is
building but no one is managing it.
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# 2 Technical aspects
n
n
n
n

Perception: The technical level of domestic equipment is low.
Big data: lack of data, lack of technology, lack of talent.
Smart applications: difficult to analyze, AI application is difficult.
Network security: high risk, difficult to prevent.
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# 3 Management aspects
n Lack of top design.
n Data integration and sharing difficulties.
n Lack of construction standard.
n Lack of indicator system.
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# 1 Demand traction, optimizing reengineering business
processes
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# 2 Top-level design, scientific planning overall
architecture
n Smart water is a complex system engineering. It should
be considered as an organic whole.
n On the basis of demand analysis, clear the location of
smart water, determine the target tasks, sort out,
integrate, optimize business flow and data flow, and
develop a system structure. , business architecture,
information architecture and system architecture to
improve work efficiency and effectiveness.
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# 3 Strengthen research and achieve breakthrough in
sensing technology
n Strengthen the research and application of intelligent sensing
technology. Develop and produce small-scale advanced and
practical sensing equipment to realize automatic monitoring of
rivers, lakes and water projects.
n Build integrated monitoring system of sky and land, build a
comprehensive sensing system combining fixed, mobile and
mobile sensing to realize data monitoring and information
collection, intelligent recognition of image, image, video and
audio.
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# 4 Create a water-related brain and improve the wisdom
of water resources
n The water conservancy system is not only large in scale, but also
has many subsystems, and its mechanism of action and mutual
relationship are complex.
n The main purpose of building a water-related brain is to gain selflearning and evolution through “data-driven”, so as to gain insight
into the hidden laws of water conservancy complex systems, to
guide business development, and to achieve efficient supervision
and precise governance.
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